Teachers’ Guide to Composting in School

“The Little Rotters Club was a high point of our OFSTED inspection”
Science Co-ordinator at Herrick Primary
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The position of your bin needs some consideration especially in school grounds.








A compost bin is best placed on bare soil or grass, so that worms can get in and moisture can
drain out.
Try to put the compost bin in a sunny spot, it will help speed up the process. However, it will
still work in the shade.
You will need easy access to the compost bin all year round but still away from the main playing
area.
During the summer months there will be some fruit flies and maybe wasps so keep it away
from the main school building and playing areas.
Bear in mind how many bins the school will need and allow enough space. If you have a plastic
bin you may need to peg it down to stop it getting blown away.
Plastic bins can be chained down to help prevent theft.
Attach the lid to the main body of the bin, using rope, to avoid it getting lost or being used
as a frisby.

If you only have a hard-standing area for your compost bin it will still work. However, you can take a
few precautions to avoid smelly liquid oozing out of the bottom:
1) Start with a good base of scrunched up cardboard
2) Introduce some micro organisms by adding a light sprinkling of soil or a spade full
of finished compost
3) Put in a balanced mix of ‘wet’ and ‘dry’ ingredients
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There are many different types of compost bin available, all of which make equally good compost.
Making compost is more to do with the process and correct ingredients than the container. A compost
heap can vary from a pile in a corner covered with a sheet of black plastic, to purposefully designed
manufactured plastic bins. The type of bin you choose will depend on what is on offer locally or the
resources available.Before deciding on what type of bin to have consider:

Does your local authority have an offer on compost bins at the moment?
Many provide them free to schools. Contact your local recycling officer at your local council to find out.

How much compostable waste will you generate? Think about:


How large your school is?



How many pupils receive free fruit and veg?



Who looks after the school grounds? If you
have external contractors they usually
remove all hedge cuttings and the grass
clippings on the field. If this is the case it is
best to continue this arrangement or you
may end up with more compostable
materials than you can deal with.



Do you have a school garden looked after by
the pupils that generates weeds and
other plant material that should be
composted?

Does the school have a handy source of wood and someone able to
construct a compost bin?
A school of 200 pupils can compost over 1 tonne in a school year. For this size school you will need at
least 2 compost bins. You could use the ‘3 Bin 3 Term Composting System’ explained later in this
section.
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The plastic ‘Dalek’ style bins
Local authorities usually distribute this style. They
come in slightly different designs and colours but
the basics are the same. They are tidy and contain
the waste well, keeping it out of sight. The hatch at
the bottom is designed for harvesting the compost,
in practice this doesn’t tend to work very well.
However, it is a good way for pupils to see what is
happening. The best way to harvest the compost is
to lift the whole bin off, see ‘Harvesting the
Compost’ in Section Two.

Make sure the lid is easy to remove, especially for children and your bins
are made from recycled plastic to help the environment further.

Wooden bins
There are many available to buy, which can be
easily put together, but they are all very
expensive. Making one yourself is a better option
and an excellent way to recycle materials. This
could be a job for the premises officer or a willing
parent. See www.littlerotters.org.uk for more
information on building your own compost bin.
A 1m cubic bin is the best size. The two bay ‘New
Zealand’ style bin is considered one of the best
designs. With this design you fill up bay one first.
When it is full ‘turn’ the contents into bay two, this
helps to introduce more air. By the time you have
filled bay one again the contents of bay two will be
finished and ready for use in your garden.

Cover the heap with a piece of old carpet.
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Virtually anything that once lived, of plant or animal origin, can be composted.
However, there are many things that for health and safety reasons are best left out of the compost bin.
The lists below show what should and shouldn’t be composted.

Aim for a 50:50 mixture of:
BROWNS - dry fibrous material with a low water content, and
GREENS - soft, sappy materials with high water content.
Fresh green materials breakdown very quickly compared to woody brown materials that take much
longer. However, composting just greens creates a slimy mess and composting only browns will take
a very long time to decompose.
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What can your school compost
The National School Fruit and Vegetable Scheme creates large
amounts of fruit and vegetable scraps. An average size school
creates over 25Kg of waste a week from these scraps.
The main challenge for a school is to source sufficient BROWN
materials to balance out the soft sappy GREENS with their high water
content. Composting fruit and vegetable scraps on their own will
result in a slimy mess that will take a long time to turn into usable
compost.
Sources of BROWNS in school could be:


Paper hand towels



Shredded office paper



Junk mail and envelopes



Cardboard egg boxes, cereal boxes and toilet roll tubes



Scrunched up newspaper



Autumn leaves

When adding paper and cardboard to the compost heap, ‘scrunch’ it
up as this holds pockets of air inside the compost heap.
If school dinners are prepared on your premises a lot of compostable
material is generated. You need to take this into account when
deciding on the type and number of bins your school needs.

School Dinners - It is important on Health & Safety grounds that no cooked or
processed foods (e.g bread) is put into the compost bin.
So exclude sandwiches and plate scrapings.
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It is all in the mix, just like making a cake but easier. Here are some tips for success:







Add a mix of BROWNS and GREENS to your compost bin frequently, with an occasional stir
to add air. As the bin fills up it will start to compost, unlike a cake it will not rise it will shrink
in size.
Try to ensure that there is a good airflow through the heap, this can be done using a garden
fork to stir the heap up.
If it looks too dry, add more GREENS or sprinkle with water.
If it looks too wet, add more BROWNS like scrunched-up paper and cardboard and give the
heap a stir.
The composting process happens all year round, however it will slow down in colder months
and speed up again in spring and summer.

The Composting Process

Looks like dark brown soil that may still
have some bits of non-decomposed
materials such as twigs or eggshells.
The compost can still be used even if it
looks a bit wet, stringy or lumpy.
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If you are using one compost bin, finished compost will be in the bottom layer of the compost heap and
newly added materials not decomposed at the top. To get to the finished compost lift the whole compost
bin off the heap, this is surprisingly easy to do and wont cause it to collapse, it is much like removing
jelly from a mould. Reposition the compost bin, put the non-decomposed material back in the bin
leaving the finished compost in a pile ready to use. Any large twigs can go back in to breakdown further.

3 Terms 3 Bins Composting System
The system below makes harvesting the compost easier and less messy. It avoids having finished
compost at the bottom of the bin and un-composted material at the top, as each bin is left for nearly a
year to compost down before it is emptied. Using one bin per term fits well in the school year.
Bin 1 is filled during the autumn term. After the Christmas holiday even if it is not full do not add to it,
leave it to compost. This bin will not be used again until the autumn term of year 2, by then it will contain
finished compost and will need emptying first.
Bins 2 and 3 are treated similarly but used in the spring and summer terms respectively.
If you have a large school you may need to incorporate extra bins into the system.
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Caring for Composting Creatures
The key to composting is to understand that it is the
result of millions of different composting creatures
and micro-organisms that work to breakdown the
organic waste to make compost. If we provide them
with the right environment to thrive in, they can get
on with the job of making compost.

Like all living creatures they need - food, water, air and warmth.
 Food comes from the materials that you put in your compost bin. A balanced diet of GREENS and
BROWNS is best.
 Water comes from the soft sappy materials, the GREENS.
 Air is provided by ingredients that have structure, with lots of gaps that hold the air - BROWNS.
 Warmth comes from the sun, (also the activity of the micro organisms can create heat).

The Compost Heap Food Chain
A compost heap is full of life and activity, forming complex food chains. There are millions of organisms
living in a compost heap, working in many different ways, but all contributing to the decomposition
process to breakdown our fruit and vegetable scraps and garden waste, creating rich compost.

Primary Consumers - organisms that feed off organic waste
Bacteria (bak – TEER – ee - ah)
One of the smallest living organisms and the most numerous in the compost
heap. Bacteria are responsible for most of the decomposition.
Fungi (fun – guy)
Fungi are the second most efficient composting organisms, after bacteria.
Compost fungi grow as grey or white fuzzy colonies on the compost surface.
Millipedes
Millipedes are slower than centipedes. They have two pairs of legs on each
segment and feed mainly on soft decaying plant tissue. Millipedes unlike
centipedes roll up into a ball when they are in danger.
Fruit flies
Fruit flies are part of the composting process, feeding on the fruit acids. They can
appear in a cloud of flies when the compost bin lid is removed.
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Red worms or Brandling worms
Worms are among the larger composting organisms, constantly tunnelling and
feeding on decaying organic matter. Their tunnelling helps air and water get into
the compost heap.
Slugs and snails
Slugs and snails are helpful in the compost bin, feeding on decaying vegetation.
The compost bin offers plenty of food in a safe environment.

Secondary Consumers - organisms that eat primary consumers
Mites
Mites all have eight legs. Some scavenge on leaves and rotten wood, some eat
fungi and others are predators feeding on other mites, nematodes, springtails
and insect larvae.
Springtails
Springtails are small wingless insects that jump when disturbed, they have a
small spring-like structure under the belly that catapults them into the air.
Springtails feed on fungi.
Nematodes
Nematodes are tiny, transparent microscopic worms, which under a magnifying
lens resemble fine human hair. It has been estimated that a rotting apple
contains 90,000. Nematodes feed on bacteria and fungi.
Ants
Ants feast on fungi, seeds, and small insects. They benefit the compost heap by
adding air. Ants will only stay in a compost heap if it is relatively cool and dry, lots
of ants may indicate that the heap is too dry.

Tertiary Consumers - organisms that eat secondary consumers
Beetles
Beetles play an important part in the compost heap food web feeding on insects.
Centipedes
A Centipede’s body has 15 or more segments with one pair of legs on each
segment. They are fast moving and found mostly in the top few inches of the
compost heap. They eat small red worms, insect larvae, newly hatched
earthworms, and spiders.

See ‘ The Compost Heap Food Chain’ classroom activity in Section Three of
this handbook.
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Leafmould is a rich dark brown crumbly material made through the decomposition of autumn leaves, a
natural process which happens on woodland floors everywhere. It is a slower process than composting
other organic waste, as leaves are mainly broken down by slow acting fungi, rather than the quicker
acting bacteria responsible for composting other materials.
If you have lots of trees in your school grounds then you have an excellent opportunity to make
leafmould. Whereas small amounts of leaves can be added to your compost bin to balance out the fruit
and vegetable scraps.

Which leaves to use
Use only autumn leaves from deciduous trees, which are
brown and have fallen to the ground. Do not use evergreen
leaves such as holly, conifers, laurel or leylandii.

How to make leafmould
1. Collect the autumn leaves once they have fallen.
Different types of leaves can be mixed together.
2. If the leaves are dry add a little water to help them rot.
3. Put the leaves in a suitable container (see below) and
firm them down. There is no need to cover
the container.
4. The leaves are slow to rot and will take up to two years
to breakdown.
5. After two years the leafmould is ready for use.

What Type of Container
No great expense is required as a leafmould bin is very easy to make. The quantity of leaves you have
will determine the type of bin.

Black plastic bag

Wire mesh bin

Fill a black plastic bag
with damp leaves,make
some holes in the bag
with a fork and tie loosely.

Make a simple container
from plastic or wire
netting with a few
supporting stakes. Adjust
the size to suit your
requirements.

Leafmould can be used in the same way as compost and is actually better
than compost for seed sowing.
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Composting with worms is great fun and an
excellent visual way for children to see the
decomposition process in action. Worms are
popular with children who find them really
interesting. They are a good way of teaching
respect for other creatures and offer the
opportunity to handle and care for them.
The difference between a compost bin and a
wormery is that a wormery is a sealed unit into
which worms are added, in a compost bin they
enter naturally.
For more details and classroom activities see
‘Making a Wormery’ and ‘Getting to know your
Worms’ in Section Three of this handbook.

Health and Safety
The risks are minimal. Despite involving millions of bacteria, fungi and other micro-organisms very few
are harmful to humans. During the pilot project there were never any incidents and the fun far out
weighed any risk.
Here are a few simple precautions:









Always wear gloves when handling compost or doing any other gardening work.
Cuts and broken skin should be kept covered.
Wash hands well with soap and running water after handling compost or waste materials.
Ensure that children with asthma and other breathing or immune deficiency problems do not go
near the compost heap when it is being ‘turned’ or forked through. Fungal spores are released
which may cause a reaction in susceptible people.
Children with up-to-date anti-tetanus vaccinations have greater protection.
Only put materials of plant origin in the compost heap. Keep out any food that has been
processed e.g. cheese, meat and bread.
Only put manure from vegetarian pets (e.g. rabbits, hamsters or guinea pigs) in the compost
heap. Cat and dog manure can contain harmful human pathogens, so best avoided.

Look out for the Wash Hands symbol which
indicates when precautions should be taken
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